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Grand challenges (source : George et al., AMJ 2016):
• David Hilbert (German math.) in 1900: 23 mathematical problems.
• For management scientists: « specific critical barrier(s) that, if removed, would help solve an important
societal problem with a high likelihood of global impact through widespread implementation »

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdgs

http://www.stockholmresilience.org/research/
planetary-boundaries.html

• Examples: the 17 Sustainable Development Goals, or the 9 Planetary Boundaries.
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Anthropocene?
The Anthropocene is the

geological epoch when humans
have pushed the planet out of
its ecological limits.

http://www.metropolefilms.com/index.php/filmlink?i
d=30638a26-6f1d-e811-9449-0ad9f5e1f797

Where it all started…
“Natural resources are inexhaustible, because otherwise we
would not get them for free. Since they cannot be multiplied or
exhausted, they are not the subject of economics.”
Jean-Baptiste Say, Traité d’économie politique, 1803.

“We face these two problems at the same time, and they
reinforce each other: more energy needed to extract and refine
metals, more metals to produce less accessible energy.”
Philippe Bihouix, L’âge des low-tech, éd. du Seuil, 2015.
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Anthropocene:
the great acceleration…

STEFFEN W., BROADGATE W, DEUTSCH L., GAFFNEY O. et
LUDWIG C. (2015), The trajectory of the Anthropocene: The
Great Acceleration. The Anthropocene Review, pp. 1-18.

13/06/2020
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… & the great
transformation

STEFFEN et al. (2015), op. cit.
13/06/2020
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The infernal couple:
Growth & Energies

STEFFEN et al. (2015), op. cit.

STEFFEN et al. (2015), op. cit.

JANCOVICI J.M., Vous avez dit « transition énergétique », Conférence Sc. Po., 29 août 2019.
Séminaire LITEM (équipe ETHOS) & LIRSA (CNAM), 13/06/2020
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World energy consumption

2,5%

5%

0,7%

0,3%

Milliards de tonnes
équivalent
Pétrole - Gtep

84% Energies Fossiles

En 2017, c’était l’équivalent de 180 milliards
de cyclistes pédalant 7/7j - 24/24h

1/4 (23%)

1/3 (34%)

Population mondiale
en milliards

1/4 (27%)
7%

Evolution de la consommation l’énergie primaire dans le monde (Gtep)
Vaclav Smil (2017). Energy Transitions: Global and National Perspectives. & BP Statistical Review of World Energy : 2017 – Slide fournie par Avenir Climatique.
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I - The object of our research
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Address grand challenges
AMJ 2014

“Climate change is one of the greatest challenges we confront in
the 21st century. (…) So, what should we do?”
• Reshaping Value Chains
• Organizational Resilience and Adaptation
• Shifts in Work and Life
• Societal Shifts

AMJ 2015

AMJ 2016
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Create new spaces for research in Management Sciences
“Bansal and Gao (2006) found
that research on
environmental issues
accounted for less than
1% of journal space in the

Actors

organization and management
studies literature.”

Concepts
&
narratives

(Banerjee 2011: 719)

Interdisciplinarities

Objects

Teachings

Epistemologies &
methodologies
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Concepts & narratives
Deconstruct dominant narratives:
carbon offsetting, benefits of the
electric car, etc. are misleading
« The forms of imagination we explore in
this article mark a radical challenge to
the predominantly rational and technoscientific hegemony of approaches to
organization that presently populate
mainstream management and
organization studies »

Performance,
competitiveness, etc.

(Gosling and Case 2013: 706)

Invent different futures:
CARE/carbon/ecological
accounting(s)
“ Indicators such as positive and negative
social and environmental impacts of a
company’s business are not components
of these models, but rather externalities.”

• New concepts:
resilience, internalise
externalities, CSV, CWC
• New narratives:
integrate the living into
managerial thinking

“As long as sustainability is
framed using the lenses of
only profits, resources,
markets and consumption,
we will continue to evade
critical social, environmental
and economic questions.”
(Banerjee 2011: 729)

Re-visit old concepts:
Common(s) vs. Property,
Responsibility for Action,
Sobriety
“research must accept limits to
economic growth on an
ecologically finite planet and
fully integrate these
onsiderations into management
and financial models.”
(Shrivastava et al. 2019: 36)

(Shrivastava 2019: 30)
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New concepts
• “interpretations of business models remain diverse”
• “while some may regard this as a problem, we see it as an
opportunity for researchers -especially those interested in
entrepreneurship, strategy, and innovation- to challenge,
question, and rethink concepts and assumptions from
different fields of management research.”
• “how business models (…) may impact the quality of life of
the poor, the disenfranchised, the marginalized, and even
on nonhuman stakeholders”
• Ex.: “the dominant microfinance business model was too
rigid in design and institutionalized practices to help the
neediest.”

New concept:
Transformational Business Models

• “one way to enrich current discussions about the design
and implementation of business models (...) is to build on
the rich literature on ‘grand challenges’”
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New frames to view the world
• “climate change not only presents real, physical threats but also
challenges the way we conceive of the broader economic,
political and social order”
• “need to view climate change as a social and politically
embedded phenomenon, fundamentally linked to patterns of
production and consumption and the ideological assumptions
that underpin the economic system and our collective
sensemaking processes”
• “the Anthropocene is the crucial issue for organizational
scholars to engage with in order to not only understand ongoing anthropogenic problems but also help create alternative
forms of organizing based on realistic Earth-human relations.”
• 5 key organizing narratives: business-as-usual, ecomodernism,
social movements, systemic changes, organising culture.
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Objects & imaginaries
Look at fringes:
New research frontiers:
• When studying organisations,
take into account their
territory
• Work on interstitial spaces
(between organisations)

The
organisation
as a black box
to open up

Nantes ZAD, ecovillages,
committed companies
(e.g. Pocheco), etc.

Change paradigm:
Which organisation(s) in a world
without economic growth?

New research objects:
• Work on natural resources
(water, land, rare earths,
climate, etc.)
• Shortages & disasters

« social dreaming may offer us a

The organisation
in its ecosystem

route to discover meanings that
are not accessible within normal
conscious rationality. »
(Gosling and Case, 2013: 716).
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II - The actors we study
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• “the human experience is
favoured at the expense of
the non-human world”

“External stakeholders such as

nongovernmental organizations,
tribal councils, and village
panchayats need to be involved in

decision-making processes not just
“consulted against.”
(Banerjee 2011: 726)

Shareholders
&
Stakeholders
(internal &
external)

« a reformulated definition of
stakeholder to include
nonhuman organisms and
the planet as a whole
(Zsolnai, 2006) »
(Shrivastava & al. 2019: 35)

Non humans: animals, plants,
minerals, ecosystems, objects

• “current research indicates
that the new geological era of
the Anthropocene calls for a
new ontology to guide the
organisation of human
activities.”
(Heikkurinen et al. 2016)

__________________________
• “humans are different from
the rest of the world because
[they] look forward”
• “nonhumans are also trapped
in the temporal rhythm of
progress [...] the 'driving beat'
that drowns out other
temporal rhythms”
• “listen more seriously to the
temporal rhythms of human
and nonhuman actors”
(Maja van der Velden 2018)
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Example 1: « impact entrepreneurs »
• MS need to go « beyond the generation of economic
returns for firms and their primary stakeholders”
• “entrepreneurs lack the knowledge, skills, authority
and resources necessary to resolve grand challenges”
• “most research examines phenomena at the
individual, group and/or organizational level of
analysis”

• “citizens from the communities being helped are not
just passive beneficiaries”
• “reliance on heroic actors […] who seem to
singlehandedly and swiftly change big institutions”

beware of mono-stakeholder views

• “in many sustainability contexts, no single actor has
the scale, skills, resources or even the authority to be
the catalytic leader”
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Example 2: « fringe stakeholders »
• “traditional literature on business models paid only
limited attention to social and environmental
challenges”
• “Emerging research highlights the importance of
studying social and environmental consequences of
new business models”

• “business models are generally perceived from ‘a value
creation perspective that focuses on satisfying
customer needs, economic return and compliance’”

Beware of ghost actors
Isolated vs. interactive BMs

• interactive business models create new sources of
revenue & enhance the living conditions of the poor
(...) “which requires an intense implication of fringe
stakeholders and interactions with them”
• When a credit officer asked her to go to the market to
sell their products, she responded with some shock:
“How can I go to the market? I am a woman!”
21

III - The theories we mobilise
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New interdisciplinarities

Example 1:

Political
sciences,
Sociology,
History,
Psychology, …

• Study carbon disclosure field
• Variety of theories (sociopolitical, economics,
institutional, …)
• MS literature: focus on factors driving CD
• Few links to theories in CD literature
• CD research could use the financial disclosure
literature

Example 2:

Geology, Biology,
Oceanography, Climatology,
etc.

• “it is time for corporate sustainability scholars to
reconsider the ecological and systemic
foundations for sustainability, and to integrate
our work more closely with the natural sciences”
23

« New » epistemologies & methodologies
Holistic science
Brian Goodwin (mathematicien & biologist)
« ecocentric ethics is manifest in a
variety of contemporary intellectual and
activist social movements associated
with, for example, Gaia Theory, Deep
Ecology, Deep Green Theory, Left

Positivisme
scientifique
fondé sur une
rationalité
instrumentale

• The Three Ecologies
Félix Guattari
• The ecology of practices
Isabelle Stengers
• The deep ecology
Arne Næss

Biocentrism and Ecofeminism »
(Gosling and Case, 2013:709).

Ecopsychology
Jung, Roszak, Macy, …
« L'écopsychologie cherche à comprendre et
guérir notre relation avec la Terre. Elle examine

les processus psychologiques qui nous lient au
monde naturel ou qui nous éloignent de lui ».
Mary Gomes

Changer de posture :
• Une science ouverte à la
sensibilité, à l’émotion, en
relation avec d’autres
« mondes »
• De la critique à l’action

« the right of all life forms to live is
a universal right that cannot be

quantified. No living species has
more of this particular right to live
and spread than another species. »
Arne Næss
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IV - Being a management scientist

in the Anthropocene
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New courses & pedagogical methods
“Wu, Huang, Kuo, and Wu (2010) found
that CSR and ethics were the most
common topics in sustainability courses,
whereas topics such as climate change,
peace, security, and ecology were
ranked at the bottom.”
(Banerjee 2011)

Accountings,
HRM,
Marketing,
Strategy, …

“Critical management education
has both transformatory and
emancipatory goals informed by
a ‘pedagogy of difference’ that
goes beyond providing
disciplinary competence (Dehler, Welsh,
& Lewis, 2001; Fenwick, 2005).”
(Banerjee, 2011)

Invent new courses:
• Promote the transversality of
knowledge around concepts
(biomimicry, circular economy, …)

• Create courses in utopia and
management
• Massively reintroduce the
fundamentals of SHS: history,
sociology, anthropology, …

Use other pedagogies:
• Alternative pedagogies in
primary school (Montessori,
Freynet, etc.)

Natural sciences &
active pedagogies

• Tools of collective intelligence
• Change evaluation methods
• Foster cooperation between
students
26

Taking the Anthropocene seriously impacts the whole research process

Source : Thietart et al. R.-A. (2014). Méthodes de recherche
en management, 4e éd., Dunod, p. 49, Fig. 2.1.

Research objects
(theoretical, empirical, methodological)

Research design
Research methodology

Research results
Séminaire LITEM (équipe ETHOS) & LIRSA (CNAM), 13/06/2020
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Taking the Anthropocene seriously impacts our research design
“Directing research toward improving school ranking
and influencing promotion and tenure decisions
without considering whether the research is relevant
to practice is no better than corporations and their
managers improving the organization’s wealth to
benefit only shareholders and themselves. Condoning
or engaging in questionable research practices is not
only socially irresponsible, it is morally wrong.”
Séminaire LITEM (équipe ETHOS) & LIRSA (CNAM), 13/06/2020
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Taking the Anthropocene seriously impacts our methodological choices

Explain

Predict

Understand

Change

Source : Thietart et al. Op. cit.

What is the aim of my research?

Diversify research methods

Séminaire LITEM (équipe ETHOS) & LIRSA (CNAM), 13/06/2020
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Conclusion
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Management Sciences start taking the Anthropocene seriously!
35th EGOS Colloquium

https://rrbm.network/
Principle 1. Service to Society: Business research aims to develop
knowledge that benefits business and the broader society, locally and
globally, for the ultimate purpose of creating a better world.
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A post-rational conclusion…

José Mujica
President of Uruguay btw March 2010 & March 2015
Documentary “Human”, by Y. Arthus-Bertrand

… what do you think?

Séminaire LITEM (équipe ETHOS) & LIRSA (CNAM), 18/06/2020
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Thank you.
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A word on science in society

https://scientistswarning.forestry.oregonstate.edu/
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Planetary boundaries
“The planetary boundaries
framework defines a safe
operating space for humanity
based on the intrinsic biophysical
processes that regulate the

stability of the Earth System.”
Source: http://www.stockholmresilience.org/research/planetary-boundaries.html

What can we do? Transformative change
“The health of the ecosystems on which we depend, along with all other
species, is being degraded faster than ever before. We are eroding the
very foundations of our economies, livelihoods, food security, health and
quality of life around the world. (…). It is not too late to act, but only if we
begin to do so now at all levels from the local to the global. (…). Through
‘transformative change’, nature can still be conserved, restored, used
sustainably. (...) "Transformative change" is a fundamental system-wide
change that takes into account technological, economic and social factors,
including paradigms, objectives and values.”
Séminaire LITEM (équipe ETHOS) & LIRSA (CNAM), 18/06/2020

https://ipbes.net/news/Media-Release-Global-Assessment
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Quelles organisations pour demain ?
L’organisation idéale

Résiliente

Consciente
Adéquation
Ressources/Production/
Besoins
vs.
Croissance/Performance

La quadrature du
cercle ou
l’impossible
croissance (C) :
- Si C :;!
> 1%, les
effets de l’EC sont
nuls
- Si C < 2%,
chômage

Neutralité de :
- L’impact carbone
- L’empreinte
écologique (eau, air,
terre)
Faible consommation
énergétique

“ the starting point of a transformative curriculum is to challenge assumptions of infinite resources, limitless growth,
and technical fixes to social and environmental problems (Marshall, Vaiman, Napier, Taylor, Haslberger, & Anderson,
2010)”, (Banerjee, 2011 : 728).
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Taking the Anthropocene seriously impacts our research design
Conception of truth and validity criteria
Correspondance

Verifyability

Adequacy

Conformability

Refutability

Credibility

Actionnability

Diversify epistemological choices
Source : Thietart et al. R.-A. (2014). Méthodes de recherche en management, 4e éd., Dunod, p. 36, Fig. 1.3.
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Taking the
Anthropocene
seriously
changes what
we do with our
research results

“researchers doing engaged scholarship must surmount the “double hurdle” of scholarly
and practical impact, a difficult task that generally requires treating engaged research as a
vocation or calling, not simply an episodic event leading to a publishable outcome.”
Séminaire LITEM (équipe ETHOS) & LIRSA (CNAM), 13/06/2020

Aguinis et al. (2014: 631)
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